Word List – With Definitions
Word

Definition

angles

a figure formed by two rays that have the same endpoint

bilateral

having two sides

comparing

to examine numbers to find if they are greater than, less than, or equal to
one another

congruent

describing figures that have the same shape and size

figures

the graphic representation of a form especially of a person or geometric
entity

geometry

a branch of mathematics that deals with the measurement, properties,
and relationships of points, lines, angles, surfaces, and solids

line

a continuous straight path that goes on without end in opposite
directions

parallelograms

a quadrilateral with both pairs of opposite sides parallel and equal in
length

perimeters

the distance around the outside of any polygon

plane

a geometric figure that has two dimensions

polygons

a closed plane figure made up of line segments

quadrilaterals

a four-sided polygon

rectangles

polygons with opposite sides that are parallel and four right angles

rotational

of or pertaining to rotation

sides

the line segments of a polygon, or the two rays that form an angle

similar

figures that have the same shape and may or may not have the same
size

symmetry

the quality of something that has two sides or halves that are the same
or very close in size, shape, and : the quality of having symmetrical
parts

triangle

a three sided polygon

measurements

figures or amounts obtained by measuring
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models

descriptions or constructions used to help form a picture of something
(like an atom) that cannot be seen directly
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